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CONFORMAL INFINITESIMAL TRANSFORMATIONS IN AN ALMOST r-CONTACT HYPERBOLIC PRODUCT MANIFOLD
An almost r-oontaot hyperbolic structure in a produot manifold has been studied by Upadhyay and Dube [2] and others. Dube and Mvas [1] defined and studied the almost r-contaot hyperbolic structure in a produot manifold. In the present paper, some properties of oonformal infinitesimal transformations of an almost r-contact hyperbrlic structure in a produot manifold have been studied* 1» Preliminaries Let M n+r be an (n+r)-dimensional differentiable manifold of differentiability olass C°°. Let there exist on M D+r a (1,1) tensor field F of olaes C 00 , r contravariant vector fields T 1 ,T 2 ,...,T r of class and r 1-forms A1,A2,...,Ar of class C°° satisfying the following conditions r (1.1) f = X + 2 Ap(X)TP,
P=1
for arbitrary vector field X on M , where 
Thus M n+r satisfying the conditions from (1.1) to (1.4) is said to possess an almost r-contaot hyperbolic structure in a product manifold [2] . Substituting X = T^ in (1.4) and making use of (1.3)(a) and (1.3)(C), we obtain
Let us now define a 2-forrn 'P as
then we obtain
The Nijenhuis tensor N(X,Y) is a tensor of type (1,2) defined as In particular, if ç = 0 on M n+r , X is called an infinitesimal isometry and if q = constant 4 0 on M n+r , it is called an infinitesimal homothety. A difisomorphism f : M n+r ->-M aH " r between two hyperbolic contact metric manifolds will be called a conformai transformation if it induces a conformai change of the two structures n+r and an infinitesimal transformation X on M will be called conformai if the corresponding local one parameter group consists of conformai transformations.
A oonformal change of the hyperbolic contact metric structures (F, T p , Ap, G) and (F, T p , Ap, G) of the form Thus it follows that the veotor field U is a oonformal infinitesimal transformation iff it satisfies
In an almost r-oontact hyv Proposition 2.1. perbolic structure manifold, a vector field U is oonformal infinitesimal transformation if and only if Proof.
Taking the Lie-derivative of F(X), we get (2.7) (LyPHX) = LjjfFU)) -PiLjjX).
Replacing X by TP. we get PfLyTP) = 0.
Similarly from Ap(F) = 0, we get (LyAp) oP=0.
This implies that
where ^ 1b a non-constant differentiate function. Conversely, from equations (2.9) and (2.10), we get (2.11) LyP = 2( A + )F.
Also, (2.12) L u (p3) = {L U P) 0?2 + ?0 (V) ° P + F 2 o (LyP).
In an almost r-contact hyperbolic structure manifold M n+r , we have 
